Background: Physical function (PF) is a core patient-reported outcome domain in clinical trials in rheumatic diseases. Frequently used PF measures have ceiling effects, leading to large sample size requirements and low sensitivity to change. In most of these instruments, the response category that indicates the highest PF level is the statement that one is able to perform a given physical activity without any limitations or difficulty. This study investigates whether using an item format with an extended response scale, allowing respondents to state that the performance of an activity is easy or very easy, increases the range of precise measurement of self-reported PF. Methods: Three five-item PF short forms were constructed from the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS®) wave 1 data. All forms included the same physical activities but varied in item stem and response scale: format A ("Are you able to …"; "without any difficulty"/"unable to do"); format B ("Does your health now limit you …"; "not at all"/"cannot do"); format C ("How difficult is it for you to …"; "very easy"/ "impossible"). Each short-form item was answered by 2217-2835 subjects. We evaluated unidimensionality and estimated a graded response model for the 15 short-form items and remaining 119 items of the PROMIS PF bank to compare item and test information for the short forms along the PF continuum. We then used simulated data for five groups with different PF levels to illustrate differences in scoring precision between the short forms using different item formats. Results: Sufficient unidimensionality of all short-form items and the original PF item bank was supported. Compared to formats A and B, format C increased the range of reliable measurement by about 0.5 standard deviations on the positive side of the PF continuum of the sample, provided more item information, and was more useful in distinguishing known groups with above-average functioning. Conclusions: Using an item format with an extended response scale is an efficient option to increase the measurement range of self-reported physical function without changing the content of the measure or affecting the latent construct of the instrument.
Background
Patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures assessing health-related quality of life (HRQoL) have become an essential part of health outcomes research, clinical trials, epidemiological studies, and routine patient monitoring [1] [2] [3] . Physical function (PF) is one of the most frequently assessed HRQoL domains [4] [5] [6] and has been identified as a core PRO in clinical trials in rheumatic diseases [7] . Thus, efficient assessment of PF is very important. However, traditional PF instruments with a fixed number of items, such as the 10-item Medical Outcome Study Short Form-36 (MOS SF-36®) Health Survey physical functioning scale (PF-10) [8] and the 20-item Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index (HAQ-DI) [9] , have to compromise between clinical practicality and measurement precision, leading to a limited measurement range on the continuum of physical ability [10] .
With the application of item response theory (IRT), any number of items measuring the same latent trait can be calibrated on a common metric. Hence, IRT provides a flexible solution for the challenge of providing practical but still highly precise PRO assessment on a wide range of the latent trait continuum [11] [12] [13] [14] . The National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS®) has been applying this approach for over 10 years, thereby demonstrating the relevance of IRT item calibration.
PROMIS has developed item banks for a large number of HRQoL domains [2, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , including physical function [10, [20] [21] [22] . An important advantage of providing a bank of items scaled on a common metric is that scores derived from different item subsets are directly comparable. This enables the comparison of scores from tailored short forms, which are developed by choosing only the most informative items for a pre-specified trait level and individualized scores from computerized adaptive tests (CATs) [12, 23, 24] . Similarly, if items from different instruments (e.g., short forms) are scaled on the same metric, the measurement precision of these instruments can be directly compared in various populations of interest [25, 26] . This is possible because IRT allows the measurement error of each item (and item subset) to be investigated at each level of the latent trait [27] .
Using IRT methods, it has been demonstrated that most PRO instruments measuring PF have satisfactory measurement precision on below average to average functional levels [25, 28] . However, as these instruments have usually been developed for clinical use, they often have ceiling effects in the general population and in samples with higher levels of PF, meaning that a high percentage of these participants achieve the best possible score [29] [30] [31] . Thus, individuals with average or above average PF cannot be assessed precisely, leading to low sensitivity to change and larger sample size requirements in clinical trials [28, 29] . The most frequently proposed solution to respond to this shortcoming is the use of items with more difficult content to increase test information on the upper end of a trait continuum [32] . However, this approach might not always be sufficient, e.g., when aiming at extending the measurement range of a static instrument with a fixed number of items or when ceiling effects are still present even after adding new items with more difficult content [33] . In such cases, the modification of the item format of existing items, e.g., by extending the response scale, may present an efficient way of adjusting for ceiling effects [34] [35] [36] .
Physical function item formats may vary with regard to the item stem, tense (past or present), recall period, attribution (e.g., attribution to health), or response options [4, 35, 37, 38] . For example, in two of the most widely used scales (PF-10, HAQ-DI), the response category that indicates the highest level of PF is the statement that one is able to perform a given activity without any limitations or difficulty [8, 9] . However, there are alternative response scales, for example the one used in the Louisiana State University Health Status Instrument (LSU HSI) [36] , that allow respondents to state that the performance of a given activity is easy or even very easy. Such an extended response scale potentially raises the measurement ceiling of PF measures, thus avoiding the necessity of writing new items to measure the ability to perform more difficult activities.
To date, the effect of the item format on item performance in terms of extending the measurement range of PRO measures of PF has not been investigated systematically. To examine the hypothesis that a response format that asks about the ease of doing an activity improves the measurement range, a modification of the LSU HSI item format was incorporated into a set of experimental items in the PROMIS wave 1 data collection [35] . This study uses PROMIS data and IRT to calibrate three five-item short forms with similar content but different item formats on a common metric, to compare the measurement precision and validity of this new item format with two widely used item formats derived from the HAQ-DI and the SF-8™ Health Survey [39] .
Methods

Development of the PROMIS PF item bank
To establish the PROMIS PF item bank, a stepwise process integrating qualitative and quantitative item identification and evaluation methods was performed [10, 22, 35] , following standard PROMIS procedures [19, 40] . The aim was to develop a generic item bank for use in various patient populations to enable the precise assessment of PF, defined as the capability "to carry out activities that require physical actions, ranging from self-care (activities of daily living) to more complex activities that require a combination of skills, often within a social context" [41] .
As detailed elsewhere [35] , an initial systematic search for PF instruments resulted in the preliminary retention of 168 unique items, which were rewritten to establish a consistent item structure for the PROMIS item bank. This set of 168 revised items was then field tested in the general population and in clinical samples in the USA (total n = 15,817) and analyzed applying established standard criteria for PROMIS item bank development [39] . To minimize the burden on respondents, items were administered in two different designs: (1) a "full bank" design in which separate subsamples answered either 112 (form C) or 56 (form G) PF items and (2) a balanced incomplete "block" design in which subsamples answered blocks of 21 PF items and items for other PROMIS domains. As a result, each PF item was answered by 2201 to 2926 participants [19, 22] . After psychometric evaluation, the final PROMIS PF item bank version 1.0 consisted of 124 items [22] .
Experimental items
Because preparatory analyses showed that the item formats derived from the HAQ-DI [9] (format A: prefaced with "Are you able to …?"; this included five response categories ranging from "without any difficulty" to "unable to do") and the SF-8 [37] (format B: prefaced with "Does your health now limit you …?"; this included five response options ranging from "not at all" to "cannot do") revealed appropriate psychometric properties [10] and appeared to be the formats most comprehensible to participants in a pre-test, these two formats were predominantly used for the aforementioned set of 168 items for field testing [35] . However, for experimental reasons, in a small number of items a modified LSU HSI [36] item format was used (format C: prefaced with "How difficult is it for you …"; this included six response options ranging from "very easy" to "impossible").
To compare the influence of these item formats on item performance, the set of 168 items included 15 experimental items: 5 instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) of different difficulty levels were presented in all three aforementioned item formats. These three sets of five items differed with regard to the number of response options, definition of the highest and lowest response categories, and attribution to health or not ( Table 1) . As a result, three five-item short forms with similar content (IADLs) but different item formats were constructed. Of the 15 experimental items, 5 were used in the final 124-item PROMIS PF item bank, with 3 presented in format A and 2 presented in format B.
Data analysis Item bank evaluation and calibration
Sufficient unidimensionality of the final 124-item PROMIS PF bank had previously been established [22] and was reevaluated including the 10 additional experimental items, using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of a one-factor model with a weighted least squares means and variance adjusted (WLSMV) estimator and a bifactor model, specifying local factors for items that shared the same response format. CFA analyses of experimental items in format A used data from "full bank" form C (97 items total), while analysis of formats B and C experimental items used data from "full bank" form G (37 items total); for more information on study design, see [22] . A potential problem of local independence between similar items in Format B and C being administered to the same group was evaluated by analyzing residual correlations. Residual correlation of 0.25 or more was considered potentially problematic and the impact on IRT item parameters was evaluated, as previously described [22] . A graded response model (GRM) was fitted to the set of 134 items consisting of the 15 experimental items (three format-specific short forms) and the remaining 119 items of the final PROMIS PF item bank. Due to the data collection design used for the initial set of 168 PF items, some participants answered only a few of the 134 items analyzed in this study. As in previous analyses [22] , only participants who responded to at least two of the 134 PF items were included in the GRM. Although GRM item parameters had already been estimated for the 124 items of the final item bank [22] , including 5 of the experimental items, the model was re-estimated to include the 10 additional experimental items. As in previous analyses [22] , if a specific response category for an item was answered less than three times, the response option was collapsed with the next higher category to ensure stable item parameter estimates. We estimated item parameters comprising item thresholds and item slopes. Threshold parameters define the range on the latent trait continuum at which a particular response is most likely. The slope parameter specifies the discriminative value of an item. Item fit was evaluated using the S-X 2 statistic. For estimating individual PF scores, we used the expected-a-posteriori method to calculate theta scores that were subsequently linearly transformed to a T-metric (mean = 50, SD = 10 in the calibration sample used in this analysis). To determine the precision of a particular item, we calculated item information functions (IIFs), defining the contribution of an item to the overall precision of the item bank at a given T-score level [27] . Differences between IIFs resulting from varying the item format were visualized using item information curves (IICs). Using natural cubic spline interpolation, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) for each IIC on the empirically observed T-score range in the calibration sample as a measure of overall item information. To investigate systematic differences in measurement precision depending on the item format used, we first calculated test information functions for each of the format-specific short forms by summarizing respective IIFs and then we compared the resulting format-specific test information curves and related AUCs.
Simulation study
Due to the study design, no participant in the calibration sample responded to any of the five IADLs used in the experimental items in all three formats. Therefore, to illustrate the performance of all three formats simultaneously, we used simulated data, following the approach used by Voshaar et al. to evaluate PROMIS PF CATs [25] . In the first step, we simulated "true" PF T-scores based on the PF score distributions found for five groups in the calibration sample with different self-reported general health; 10,000 "true" PF T-scores were simulated for each of the following five general health groups:
(1)Poor general health group: mean PF T-score = 35.6 (SD = 6.5) (2)Fair general health group: mean PF T-score = 41.9 (SD = 7.6) (3)Good general health group: mean PF T-score = 48.9 (SD = 7.8) (4)Very good general health group: mean PF T-score = 54.4 (SD = 7.2) (5)Excellent general health group: mean PF T-score = 58.8 (SD = 6.5)
In the next step, we simulated responses to the 134 PROMIS PF items for all 50,000 respondents based on their "true" score and the item parameters from the GRM. We scored the three format-specific five-item short forms and the 124-item final PROMIS PF item bank (from now on referred to as the "full bank") using the simulated responses to the respective items in each of these measures.
To illustrate differences in measurement precision due to item format, we calculated root mean square errors (RMSEs) between simulated true scores and corresponding short form scores, with lower values indicating better agreement in estimating individual PF levels [42] .
To illustrate how the differences in item format affect the ability to distinguish groups with different levels of PF, we calculated relative validity (RV) coefficients for each format-specific short form [22, 43] . The RV coefficients were calculated using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) F-statistic resulting from comparing the full bank PF scores between general health groups as the denominator and the F-statistic from comparing short form PF scores between general health groups as the numerator. Hence, the RV coefficient specifies how well a five-item short form with a specific item format distinguishes among groups that differ in PF, compared to using all 124 items of the original PROMIS PF item bank. We calculated 95% confidence intervals for the RV coefficients using standard bootstrap techniques [43, 44] . To provide RV coefficients for different levels of PF, four different general health group comparisons were performed:
(1)Full sample (ANOVA between all five general health groups; n = 50,000) (2)Average PF compilation (ANOVA between groups with fair, good, and very good general health; n = 30,000) (3)Below-average PF compilation (ANOVA between groups with poor general health and fair general health; n = 20,000) (4)Above-average PF compilation (ANOVA between groups with very good and excellent general health; n = 20,000)
CFAs were conducted using Mplus 7.4 [45] . All other statistical analyses were conducted using R 3.1.2 [46] . We used the packages mirt [47] for estimating the GRM and simulating response patterns. For calculating AUCs, we used the package MESS [48] . For plotting item and test information curves, we used ggplot2 [49] .
Results
Sample
A total of 15,719 subjects responded to at least two of the 134 items analyzed in this study and therefore were included in the GRM. Of these, only 10 subjects (<0.1%) responded to fewer than 6 items; 99.7% responded to at least 12 items. More than half (54%; n = 8568) responded to one or more of the 15 experimental items (sample characteristics in Additional file 1: Table S1 ). The experimental items were answered by 2217-2835 participants. The calibration sample had a wide range of PF, with empirically observed T-scores (mean = 50, SD = 10) ranging from 11.1 to 73.6.
Evaluation of unidimensionality
Form C and form G had satisfactory fit for the onefactor solution. Factor loadings for the experimental items ranged between 0.83 and 0.93 (format A), 0.83 and 0.96 (format B), and 0.72 and 0.92 (format C). We found residual correlation above 0.25 in one only pair of items (B5 and C5, r = 0.30). However, excluding item B5 in the GRM calibration did not notably affect the parameters of item C5 and vice versa, so both items were retained. In the bifactor models, loadings on the global PF factor were substantially higher than loadings on local factors defined by the common response format, thus supporting sufficient unidimensionality of the experimental items and the original PF item bank. For more details, see Additional file 2: Table S2 .
Item properties
The results of the IRT analyses for the 15 experimental items (5 IADLs presented in three different item formats) are summarized in Table 2 . When adjusting for multiple testing, no item fit-statistic showed significant misfit for any experimental item. Except for one IADL ("open previously opened jars"), item slopes were generally high for all formats. Items prefaced with "Does your health now limit you …" (format B) tended to show slightly higher slope parameters compared to formats A and C (see Table 2 ).
Item thresholds tended to be similar for format A and format B. In contrast, using format C with the item stem "How difficult is it for you to …" and an extended six-category response scale (ranging from "impossible" to "very easy") expanded the range of the thresholds on the latent trait continuum in both directions. This was particularly pronounced at the positive end of the continuum where the last response in format C increased the measurement range by ≥0.5 SDs of the PF distribution of the sample for all physical activities. As a consequence, the percentage of participants who responded with the highest possible response category was systematically lower (by about 20-25% of the total sample) for items presented in format C compared to the other formats. For two of the more difficult activities (2 hours of physical labor and climbing several flights of stairs), the ceiling effects were halved when using format C compared to both format A and format B (see Table 2 ). Figure 1 depicts the IICs for all experimental items presented in different item formats. Format B delivered the highest maximum item information for four of the five physical activities. Moreover, the maximum item information of format B was placed on a systematically higher point on the PF continuum compared to the other formats. In contrast, format C had the broadest measurement range on the T-score continuum for each of the five physical activities. The maximum item information of a given item and corresponding points on the latent trait and the AUCs are presented in Table 2 . The highest overall item information as specified by the AUC was found for format C except for items asking about opening previously opened jars.
Consequently, the item format affected the total test information provided by the short forms (Fig. 2) . The highest maximum test information was found for format B, while items with an extended response format (format C) were highly informative on the widest range on the latent continuum. That is, format C increased the range of highly reliable measurements (defined as marginal reliability ≥0.9 ≈ test information ≥10) by about 0.5 SDs of the PF distribution of the sample on the positive side of the continuum and about 0.1 to 0.2 SDs on the negative side of the continuum.
The cumulative AUC for format C (AUC = 611) was 39% larger than for format A (AUC = 439) and 11% larger than for format B (AUC = 550). When focusing on the item information curve for T-scores above 50, the cumulative AUC for Format C (AUC = 192) was 109% larger than for format A (AUC = 92) and 81% larger than for format B (AUC = 106).
Agreement between true scores and short forms
The results of the simulation study indicated that the agreement between the simulated true scores and the estimated short form scores was generally lower for formats A and B than for format C (Table 3) . Using formats A and B, the agreement with the simulated true scores became even lower when analyzing groups with average to high PF levels (up to RMSE of 4.3 for format A and RMSE of 4.4 for format B). In contrast, the agreement between simulated true scores and short form scores remained relatively constant among all groups when using format C, even in individuals with excellent general health (RMSE ≤3.3).
The highest possible short form T-score was 61.8 when using format A and 61.0 when using format B. In contrast, format C allowed for T-scores up to 65.5, which reduced ceiling effects by more than half in the full simulated sample. Format C was found to be especially beneficial for groups with high PF levels. For example, in the subgroup with "very good" general health, 45.4% of the simulated sample reached the highest possible short form score when using format B. In contrast, only 16.8% of the subgroup with "very good" health reached the highest possible score when using format C. Moreover, lower floor effects were found when using format C.
Distinguishing known groups
The results of the RV analyses using simulated data are presented in Table 4 . In most group comparisons (comparisons a, b, and c) the RV was 0.90 or above for all item formats. In contrast, when distinguishing between the two groups with "very good" and "excellent" general health (comparison d), the RV coefficients of format A (RV = 0.79; 95% CI = 0.74-0.84) and format B (RV = 0.78; 95% CI = 0.74-0.83) were considerably lower compared to format C (RV = 0.92; 95% CI = 0.88-0.96).
Discussion
In this study we compared the performance of three different item formats for measuring self-reported PF by analyzing item information. Using simulated data, we illustrated precision in estimating scores and validity in distinguishing between known groups of three five-item short forms with identical content but different item stems and response scales. The five physical activities included in these short forms covered a broad range of item difficulty. Using IRT methodology for data analysis offered the unique opportunity to investigate and visualize measurement precision and range at the item level.
We found strong evidence that the item format may affect the measurement properties of patient-reported PF outcomes. These findings are of practical importance both to researchers and clinicians because this is not Format A: "Are you able to …" (five-category response scale from "Without any difficulty" to "Unable to do"); format B: "Does your health now limit you in …" (five-category response scale from "Not at all" to "Cannot do"); format C: "How difficult is it for you to …" (six-category response scale from "Very easy" to "Impossible"). only relevant for the development of new instruments but also for the selection of currently available questionnaires for assessing PF in a given population of interest. Moreover, these findings deliver useful information for data interpretation, as the distribution of presumably similar samples can be impacted by the way items are phrased, i.e., identical content but different stem and response format.
In detail, we found that item information differed systematically between the three formats. Format C ("How difficult is it for you to …"), which used an extended response scale including a sixth response option ("very easy"), improved the measurement range by about half a standard deviation on the positive side of the continuum and by about a tenth to a fifth of a standard deviation at the negative end of the continuum, compared to format A ("Are you able to …") and format B ("Does your health now limit you …"). This finding was consistent across different item difficulties. The improvement of the measurement range was found to be particularly beneficial for groups with above-average PF levels, reducing the number of subjects demonstrating ceiling effects in a five-item short Fig. 1 Comparison of item information functions (IIFs) using different item formats. Format A: "Are you able to …" (five-category response scale from "Without any difficulty" to "Unable to do"); format B: "Does your health now limit you in …" (five-category response scale from "Not at all" to "Cannot do"); format C: "How difficult is it for you to …" (six-category response scale from "Very easy" to "Impossible"). Item parameters and IIFs were initially estimated using a standard normal physical function (PF) metric. PF values were subsequently transformed to a T-metric, where 50 = mean and 10 = standard deviations of the analytic sample (x-axis). Item information values on the y-axis are reported unchanged. I max depicts the specific point on the T-score continuum, where a given item delivers maximum item information form by half or even more, when using format C instead of the other item formats. As a consequence, format C was the only item format that had relatively constant measurement precision for all PF levels investigated in the simulation study and had sufficient power to distinguish between groups with above-average functioning. As the improved measurement range of format C was particularly apparent at the positive end of the PF continuum, it seems likely that this improvement was not solely caused by using six instead of five response options but rather by allowing subjects to state that activities were "very easy".
Moreover, our results support that all included item formats measured the same latent construct of PF. The majority of factor loadings were high and their respective magnitude seemed to depend mainly on item content. Consequently, although the final PROMIS PF item bank includes item formats with five-category response options only [35] , this study provides evidence that an extended response scale can be applied without affecting the underlying PF construct.
These findings have practical implications for the challenge when encountering ceiling effects, for example, when measuring PF in the general population or in other samples with high PF. The usual way to minimize such ceiling effects is to provide new items with item content that is more relevant for individuals with high PF [32, 33] . However, although providing a larger number of items assessing the extremes of a given trait is undoubtedly useful for the improvement of CATs, this approach does not seem beneficial for increasing the measurement performance of static measures that use the same items for all respondents. Such static measures may still be preferred by many researchers and clinicians for practical reasons [4] . Our findings suggest that it is possible to reduce ceiling effects by optimizing the item format without changing the content of the measures, which may be especially relevant for the future development of items for static PF measures for use in heterogeneous populations with a broad range of ability. However, such modified items should be evaluated psychometrically before use, and additional qualitative item review may be needed. Doing so was beyond the scope of this study.
Another finding of our study is that compared to item formats that do not use attribution, items prefaced with a health-related item stem, as used in format B, delivered the highest maximum item information on a rather narrow range on the PF continuum. Therefore, those types of items seem to be particularly interesting for CATs where highly informative items are selected automatically based on the individual patient's trait level. Moreover, using format B resulted in increased power to distinguish between known groups with close-to-average PF levels compared to the other formats. However, it is not entirely clear if these benefits of format B are caused by health attribution; another reason could be that the wording in format B focuses on "limitations" while both format A and format C ask for "difficulty" in performing physical activities. Further, slightly lower floor effects Fig. 2 Comparison of test information functions between different item formats. Format A: "Are you able to …" (five-category response scale from "Without any difficulty" to "Unable to do"); format B: "Does your health now limit you in …" (five-category response scale from "Not at all" to "Cannot do"); format C: "How difficult is it for you to …" (six-category response scale from "Very easy" to "Impossible"). Item parameters and information functions were initially estimated using a standard normal physical function (PF) metric. PF values were subsequently transformed to a T-metric, where 50 = mean and 10 = standard deviations of the analytic sample (x-axis). Test information values on the y-axis are reported unchanged Table 3 PROMIS PF full bank and short form scoring characteristics and agreement with simulated were found for format B (using "cannot do" as the lowest response option) than for format A (using "unable to do" as the lowest response option). Our study has some limitations. First, our conclusions are based on only five items. Consequently, we cannot be sure that our results apply to all items in the PRO-MIS PF item bank. However, the format-specific differences were highly consistent among all experimental items. A second limitation concerns the selection of only three item formats. Among PRO instruments for the assessment of PF there is a large variety of item formats, which differ in many more aspects than the response scale and item stem [35, 37, 38] . Future studies should clarify whether other formats should be considered for further optimization of measurement precision, and also if the wording of the formats used in this study can be further improved [50] . In particular, modifications might be made to format C, which is based on the LSU HSI (format C: "How difficult is it for you to …"), in which the item stem asked about difficulty but not ease, whereas the corresponding response set included "easy" and "very easy".
Third, we had to use simulated data for illustrating differences in measurement precision due to the item formats because the study design did not permit direct comparisons using real data. Fourth, it has been shown that PF measures are not only limited by ceiling effects but also by floor effects when assessing highly disabled populations [33] . It seems unlikely that this issue can be solved sufficiently by simply modifying the response scale, as the most extreme response option at the negative end of the trait continuum is usually rated "impossible". For highly disabled samples, it may therefore be necessary to include items asking about basic activities of daily living (ADLs). Finally, although we found differences in measurement precision between the item formats, it remains unclear whether one of the formats used in this study is superior to the others in measuring what a person is actually able to perform, i.e., as measured by performance-based outcome measures.
Conclusions
This study systematically investigated differences in measurement properties resulting from extending the response scale of PRO measures assessing PF. Our findings provide evidence that using an extended six-category response format, including the response options "easy" and "very easy", is an efficient and valid way to considerably extend the range of precise measurement of PF at the positive end of the trait continuum without changing the content of the measure or affecting the latent construct of the instrument. Optimizing the item format offers an effective opportunity to improve measurement precision and to reduce ceiling effects. This is especially relevant for the application of generic short forms in populations with average and above-average levels of PF and for the selection of global items measuring PF.
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